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ABSTRACT
We
have
developed,
built
and
tested
an atomic
force
microscope (AFM) for planetary science applications, inparticular
for the study of Martian dust and soil. The system consists of a
controller board, an
electromagnetic
scanner and microa
fabricated
sensor-chip.
Eight
cantilevers
with
integrated,
piezoresistivedeflection sensors are alignedina row and are
engaged one after the otherto provide redundancy in case of tip or
cantilever failure. Silicon and moldeddiamond tips are used for
probingthesample.Imagescanbe
recorded in both,staticand
dynamicoperationmode.Inthe
latter case, excitationofthe
resonance frequencies of the cantilevers is achieved by vibrating
the whole chip with a piezoelectric disk.
INTRODUCTION

Recent data [l, 21 frombothMarsPathfinder
and Mars
Global Surveyor indicate a vigorous recirculation of dust between
the Martian surface and atmosphere. Dust devils scour the ground,
leaving myriad dark trails,loftedmaterialcolorsthe
sky, and
global dust storms envelop the planet- Although properties of the
dust have been inferred from r e m sensing, there has been no
imaging of individual dust and soil particles to determine theirsize
distribution and shape.Suchinfoxmation
is essentialin both
understandingthecontribution
of the particles to the Martian
dynamics, and assessing the harmful effects of the dust on both
robotic and human missions to the surface of Mars. NASA's Mars
Environmental Compatibility Assessment (MECA) payload, which

will be sent to Mars in the next three years, contains a microscopy
station to produce
images
of dust
and
soil
particles.
Mars
Pathfinderdataindicatesthatthemeanparticle
size of Martian
atmosphericdust is less than 2 micrometers.HenceMECA's
microscopy station, in addition toan optical microsope capable of
taking color and ultraviolet fluorescent images, includes an AFM
to image far below optical resolution (fig. 1). The sample-handling
system consists of an external robot arm, for delivery of surface
and subsurface soil samples, and a two-degree-of-freedom stage.
The stage contains 69 substrates that can be rotated in turn to the
field of viewofthetwomicroscopes,
and thentranslatedfor
focussing and AFM approach in0.Vpm steps.
The
AFM
is well-established
instruments
for
imaging
conductiveandinsulatingsamplesbelow
the resolution limit of
optical microscopes in laboratories and production environment. A
sharp tip mounted on a thin cantilever beam is brought into close
proximity to the sample surface. Forcesacting between the sample
and the probe deflect the cantilever. This deflection is monitored
and provides the topographic image of the sample. Alternatively,
the cantilever is excited at its resonance frequency. This resonance
is de-tuned when exposed to the force gradient above the sample
surface.Thissignal can beusedforimaging
the sample in a
comparable way as the lever bendingin the above-mentioned static
mode. This second, dynamic mode has the advantage that lateral
forcesbetween the tipandthesample
are minimized.Inthe
imaging of particles dynamic mode is therefore preferred as it has
been found that the tip does not push the particles around during
scanning.
Therequirements on anAFMforspaceapplications
and

Fig= 1 Set-up of the microscopy experimenlof NASA's 2001 lander(a).A rotating sample stage delivers the
soil collected by the robotic ann
and brings it in front of the optical microscopeand the AFM. 1 b shows a photograph of the actual samplestage, AFM scanner and optical
microscope.

Figure 3. Method for removal of damaged cantilevers and support

beams.
Figure 2. SEM picture of the m'crof&,riCated AFMchip with
support beams etchedby DRIE. The inset shows the silicon tip of
cantilever 8. The CVD molded diamund tip can be viewedin fig
5. On the bottompart of the picture, the t h e m 1 compensation
or with its protection bar is shown..

applied via the cantilever. It is expected that in the dry Martian
atmosphere electrostatic forces between the sample and tip
thewill
be presentTheabilitytochangethetippotentialistherefore
important to at least partially compensate for these forces.
Brokentipswillbepermanentlyremovedbymeansof
a
cleavingtoolmountedin
one ofthesubstratepositionsonthe
planetaryresearcharequitedifferentcompared
to thosefor
sample wheel. Therefore the AF"chip features eight cantilevers
labmatory use. Most important are weight and volume limitations, for redundancy. The piemresistors are contacted by wire-bonding
operation temperatures and shock and vibration conditions during
and can be individually addressed via an external multiplexer. The
launch and landing of the space vehicle. The electronic controller
AFh4chip is mounted on the scanner with two tilt angles relative
must be radiation hard or, at least, radiation tolerant. Moreover,
to the substrate planeto ensure that only one tipat atime is in the
there will be no operator for optimizing measuring parameters or
lowest,imagingposition.Thecantilevertipsarealternately
tip exchange.
Hence
the
AFM
should
be
capable
of
self
equipped with monolithic silicon tips and CVD molded diamond
initialization, operate well under a broad range of conditions, and
tips.
be capable of autonomous tip exchange, all within tight payload
Thelengthofthecantileversisalternately
5 8 0 and
~ or
constraints.
610pm.theirwidth
is 160pmandthicknessaboutSpm.The
spacingbetweentwoneighboringlevers
is 350pm. Thusthe
AFM DESIGN AND FABRICATION
whole chip has a width of at least 2.6 mm. This implies directly,
that simply breaking of the cantilevers for removing blunt tips is
Integration from the initial
design of the AFM with the optical not sufficient: the edge of the chip at the first cantilever would
microscope and sample-handinghardware,togetherwiththe
touch the sample when measuring with the last few cantilevers.
developmentofanintelligentcontrolsystemwere
necessary in
Therefore, the levers reside on rigid supportbeams rather than on
achieving the required performance within the system constraints.
the bulk of the chip.
It is this support beam that is cleaved for
addition,
In
maximum
functionality
was
transferred
to a
cantilever removal (see fig.
3).
microfabricatedimplementationofthe
AFM (fig. 2). First, the
The space between two support beams, which have the full
stress sensor is integrated
into
the micro-fabricated
silicon
waferthickness, is aboutWpm.Therefore,thestandardKOH
cantilever.Second,meansforexchangingblunttips
or broken
etching technique cannot be used for bulk-machining the A F "
cantilevers is provided through the use of acantilever array. Third, chip and must be replaced by anisotropic, deep reactive ion etching
diamond was incorporated asa low-wear material for selected tips
(DME) [41.
in the array. Through this concentration of functionality into the
The electronic circuit for dynamic mode imagingis based on
microfabricated component of the instrument, constraints could be
a PLL frequency-shiftdetection.Thefrequency
shift ofthe
relaxed for the other subsystems; the scanner and servomotor as
oscillationisdetectedbykeeping
a constant phasedifference
well as the electronic controller could be build with conventional
between detection and driving signal. Thus, the phase transition
technology,albeittailored
to performreliablyin
the expected
value has to be specified during autonomous initialization of the
environments of the mission.
AFM for dynamic mode operation. During this process cross-talk
The cantilever deflection is measured by meansof implanted
betweencantileversisofconcernsincethewholechip
and
piemresistors in a Wheatstone bridge co&lguration [3] A special
therefore all cantilevers are excited atthe same time. We expected
reference resistor is imrporated on an ultra-short cantilever for
a relatively strong coupling between
neighbohg levers. Therefore,
compensating thermal drifts. This reference cantilever is protected two different lever lengths are
used to separate their respective
againstmechanicaldamageby
a surrounding,rigidsafety bar.
resonancesby 6 kHz. Thisallowselectronicdetection
ofthe
Electricalisolationbetweentheresistors
and thecantileversis
desired peak within a reasonable
frequency
span without
achieved by reverse biasing the pn-junction formed between the p- interference due to cross-talk by the neighboring cantilever. The
type resistors and the n-type bulk of the cantilever. This limits, to
choiceofthe
correct phasetransitioncanthenbedetermined
some extent, the range of usable tip- potential which can only be
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Figure 4. Simuhedfrequency response of the piezoresistorsfor
cantilever I (lowfrequency)and cantilevers 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 (high
frequency). Cross-talk peaks induced by each cantilever
on each
Cantilever.

autonomouslybythesoftwarebysimply
cycling throughall
possible phase valuesand detecting the highest signal amplitude.
Finite
element
analysis
of the
array
and
experimental
evaluation showed, however, that crosstalk is important not just
between neighboring cantilevers but between all
even numbered
cantilevers (2, 4, 6 and 8). We attribute this characteristic to the
chip's asymmetrycausedbythecompensation sensor on the far
right of the chip. Since these4 cantilevers have approximately the
same resonance frequency, the spectral response for each of them
shows multiple peaks within a very narrow frequency span. It has
been shown and tested that each
of the peaksseen on the frequency
response of acertaincantilevercanbeused
as areferencefor
dynamic mode measurements.
However,changingpressuresandtemperatures
on Mars
might temporarily influencethe cross-talk behavior and modify the
amplitudedistribution over the 4 p e a k s . Thus,theautonomous
phase detection algorithm might detect a cross-talk induced phase
shift that corresponds to a signal too low in amplitude, rendering
dynamic
measurements
impossible.
This problem
could
be
overcome by having a more powerful autonomous algorithm for
initializingthe
AFM in dynamic
mode.
For future designs,
however, it is better to distribute the resonance frequencies of all 8
cantileversevenlyacrossthewhole
array.Figure 4 depictsthe
spectrum obtained by finte element analysis of a lever array. The
analysis
chip
model
has
been
created
without
thermal
a
compensation sensor and is symmetric. The cross-talk is present
on all cantilevers.
The details of microfabrication are illustrated in the processflow chart in fig. 5. Silicon-on-insulator wafers are used as base
material.The device layer has athickness of 20 pm andthe
support wafer is 380 pm thick In a first step (fig. 5a), 8pm high
silicontips are fabricated for every second cantileverbywet
etching the device layer in KOH and using square thermal-oxide
masks. The other four cantilevers are equipped with diamond tips
later. Then phosphor-silicate glass (PSG) and silicon-oxide films
aredeposited in achemical-vapor depition (CVD) process.
Thesefilms arethenstructuredbyphotolithography
and wet
etching. The photoresist and the oxide were used as mask during

Figure 5. Process-fiw chart of AFM chip:
a) Thermal oxide, lithography, oxide etching, KOH etching.
b) CVD PSG deposition, CVD oxide deposition, Lithography,
Oxide etching, Implantation, removing
resist, CVD oxide
deposition, thermal treatment (9S0°C,30 m'n.).
c) Oxide etching.
d) CVD oxide deposition.
e) Lithography, Contact hole opening, A1 evaprafion,
Lithography, A1 etching.
f ) P l m SiN deposition, Lithography, SiN Plasma etching.
g) Lithography, Oxide etching, Topside Si etching.
h) Front side lithography, backside lithography, backride DRIE
etching.
i ) Oxide
etching.

ion-implantation (fig. 3).Afterstrippingthe mask, CVD oxide
was again deposited, followed by a thermal treatment at 950 C for
30 minfto activatethe dopants. The oxide is replacedbya
freshlayerforpassivation
and protectionduringsubsequent
processing (figs. 5c anddrespectively).
A thirdlithography
structures a resist layer used as mask for wet etching the contact
holes to the piemresistors. A layer of aluminum is deposited and
wet etched after the next lithography to define the umtact paths
and pads (fig. 5e). Figure 5f depicts the passivation process ofthe
chipthroughdeposition
of aplasmanitridelayeranda
fifth
lithography to structure it. This nitride structuring is used to open
the contact p a d s . The oxide layerremaining on the silicon is
structured by lithography and wet etching and used as a mask to
define the top shape of the cantilevers (fig. Sg). Fig. 5h shows the
lasttoplithographyforremovingtheremaining
oxideon the
cantilevers. The top resist is also used as a protection layer for the
backsidedeepreactive
ionetching (DRIE) whichdefines the
support beams and the final chip shape. For this bckside etching,
lithography on the back of the wafer is performed. DRIE allows
etchingthroughthefullwaferwithalmostverticalsidewalls,
which is important for maintaining a small pitch of 350pm in the
lever array. Theoxide layer underneath the cantileveris used as an
etchstop. As a finalstep,the oxide remainingunderneaththe

of the diamond tips on the cantilevers is performed next, working
on a chipby-chip base andusing a micro-manipulator.Finally,
parts of the diamond tip which jut the border of the cantilever are
trimmed by a focused ion beam (Fig. 6).The chip is directlyglued
to the scanner. The electricalcontacts are wirebonded.
Themountedchip
has withstood shocksup
to 3000g
acceleration at 3 kHz, and the anticipated vibrations and thermal
cycling ofthe mission.
RESULTS

Figure 8. AFM dynamicm d e image of Mars equivalent dust
particles (Fe2O3).
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